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July 09--The Alamo Fire exploded to 19,000 acres with minimal containment
Saturday, placing 200 homes in jeopardy in the Tepusquet Canyon area east of
Santa Maria.
More than 1,000 firefighters from agencies across California, as well as a
contingent of state penitentiary inmates, were fighting the fire, which nearly
doubled in size overnight to 6,000 acres Saturday morning before 100-degree
temperatures and low humidity aided in sending the blaze ripping through the
remote, densely vegetated stretch of steep canyon terrain Saturday afternoon.
The blaze was growing "at an extreme rate of spread," Cal Fire San Luis Obispo
County spokesman Chris Elms said.
Mandatory evacuations issued for Blazing Saddle Drive, White Rock Lane and
Buckhorn Ridge, Tepusquet, Colson Canyon, Pine Canyon and Santa Maria Mesa
roads remained in place Saturday evening. Highway 166 was closed to public
traffic.
"This is very, very steep, rugged mountain terrain," said Ryan Diguilio, a Santa
Barbara City Fire Department investigator.
The rugged terrain has limited firefighters' ability to respond on the ground.
"Right now, we're relying a lot on aircraft," said Maj. Kirk Sturm, of the California
Military Department.
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Weekly lift assists: 8/average time: 14:51 (0/SNF)
Total Falls: 11/average time: 25:20 (3/SNF)
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Air crews enlisted in the fight include five helicopters dropping water and four
fixed-wing aircraft dropping fire retardant.
Sturm said that four firefighters sustained minor injuries as of Saturday
afternoon and all were "patched up and returned to work."
The incident command center at the Santa Maria Elks Rodeo grounds was run
jointly by the Santa Barbara County Fire Department and Cal Fire SLO on
Saturday. Statewide Cal Fire crews are expected to assume command Sunday.
MORE
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IN THE QUEUE

Digital issue HERE

Battalion Chief Steve Kean, Captain
Matt Corelli, Engineer Schaaf, and
FF/Medic Anderson and Lopez were
deployed on the Alamo incident in San
Luis Obispo County.









Tri-Tech Team Kick-Off
July 13
Chief Officer 3A Class
July 26-28
Lateral Recruit Graduation
Aug 3
Citizen’s Academy
Aug 8-Sept 30
Engineers Academy
Aug 21-31
9-11 Memorial Stair Climb
Sept 9
Leadership Academy
Oct 9-12
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Captain Sean DeGrave - TRAINING DIVISION

EMS Coordinator, Jennifer Antonucci
JEMS – By Criss Brainard, - July 1, 2017

Engine 30 and Medic 6 respond to their local shopping mall and
find Nancy, a 38-year old female complaining of tightness in her
chest. Nancy is sitting on a sidewalk bus bench with her dog.

10.0

Service Animals

10.1

If a patient or a person riding with a patient aboard a vehicle
utilizes a service animal, the service animal is permitted to
ride along with that person.

Bystanders tell you she seemed to get upset when she missed
her bus and within minutes began complaining she wasn't feeling
well.

10.2

A person with a disability cannot be asked to remove a
service animal unless:

Nancy is visibly upset, but able to answer your questions
appropriately. Her heart rate is 96, strong, regular and
corresponds to sinus rhythm on your monitor, with a blood
pressure of 156/88 and a respiratory rate of 28, non-labored.

(a) The animal is out of control and the animal's owner does
not take effective action to control it.
(b) The animal poses a direct threat to the health or safety
of others.
10.3

When transporting a patient with a service animal, do so in a
safe manner for the patient, the animal and the crew
members. When possible, the animal should be secured in
order to prevent injury during transport.

The rest of her vital signs and physical assessment are within
normal limits. She denies any medical problems except
occasional panic attacks. Nancy requests and agrees to be
transported to the hospital, which is 20 minutes away, but insists
her canine companion join her.
She tells you he's a "service dog" who provides her with
emotional support and produces official-looking papers
indicating her dog has been certified by Service Dogs of America.

-MORE
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We are always under the microscope…

FOX 11 cameras catch LAFD official
illegally setting off fireworks
– Bill Melugin
ALTADENA, CA (FOX 11) - FOX 11
cameras were rolling Tuesday night as a
fire inspector with the Los Angeles Fire
Department was seen illegally setting
off fireworks at his home in an
unincorporated area of Los Angeles
County, where fireworks are banned.

John Stuhlman, a fire inspector with LAFD, was observed setting off several different
fireworks at his home in Altadena on the Fourth of July holiday.
All fireworks are banned in unincorporated areas of Los Angeles County without a permit,
punishable by a fine of at least $500, up to a year in jail, or both.
FOX 11 stopped by Stuhlman's home Wednesday evening to give him a chance to respond.
He denied being involved in the lighting of any fireworks, and he walked away from our
cameras when asked for his side of the story.
FOX 11 reached out to LAFD to get the department's response to Stuhlman's actions.
LAFD spokesman Peter Sanders released a statement to FOX 11 Wednesday night which
reads:
-MORE

Noah “The Mechanic” Praytor
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Battalion Chief Steve Kean

T1: In service
T2: In service

Station 1: Nothing to report

E2: In service
E3: In service

Station 2: Nothing to report

E4: In service
E5: In service
E21: In service

Station 3: Nothing to report

B2: In service
B3: In service

Station 4: Nothing to report

B5: In service
OES: In service
R5: In service

Station 5: Nothing to report
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Captain Eric Ackerman

15 Habits of People with Concealed Depression
Depression is a very serious mental illness that often goes unnoticed
for years. People with concealed depression are battling demons
within themselves all on their own. They are not sharing their
struggles and do not want to burden those around them.
According to a Psychologist, This Is The Most Important
Factor For Professional and Academic Success
Angela Lee Duckworth has studied for 10 years to find
out what the most important factor for professional and
academic success was. And after years of research, the
psychologist has come to one conclusion.
The answer is grit. However, it isn’t just as simple as
that. No, instead, you must develop the grit necessary to
stand the test of time. But, this isn’t hard. Actually, after
listening to merely a few minutes of Duckworth on Ted
Talk, I became motivated. How? Well, let the master
explain what she knows best. (YouTube HERE)

You see, for most people wounds are not something we are open
about. We tend to bottle things up and attempt to remedy them on
our own. If you are reading this, then you must know someone who
you feel you need to better understand or you relate to this yourself.
The following 15 habits are some of the most common I have noticed
in people dealing with concealed depression.
They are often quite talented and very expressive.
A lot of famous people have suffered from mental illnesses,
and this suffering gives them deeper emotions. If you really
think about it, this is in some form a source to their
greatness. While we cannot always see it, their struggles are
often reflected in their works. These people are able to bring
something beautiful out of the darkness that consumes
them.
They tend to search for purpose.

Christmas Fire – July 7, at 12:56 p.m. – Brush 5
(Captain Lapi, Engineer Jackson, FF/PM Godinho)
Mutual aid with Cal Fire on Christmas Tree Land
at Santa Rosa Mine Road in the community of
Good Meadow, east of Lake Elsinore. The fire
burned 33 acres; an air tanker dropped retardant
to stop the forward spread of the fire.

We all need a purpose in this life. We want to be sure that we
are in some form doing meaningful things. People suffering
from hidden depression are not exempt from this. They too
want to know the reason for their existence. They are much
more susceptible to feeling things like inadequacy and
anxiety which leaves them searching for something they can
never seem to achieve in their own minds.
Sometimes they make muted cries for help.
Sometimes we all need help. When we are not expecting
someone to feel weak or to be down in the dumps, we don’t
hear their cries for help. However, if you notice their cries
and can help them in any way, you are creating a very close
and trust filled bond with them.
They interpret substances differently.
Someone who is dealing with depression usually knows what
it is they can take to ease their pain in a sense. They know
that caffeine and sugar will raise their mood and that some
medicines can help them. They actually have to put a lot of
effort into feeling better, unlike most people. It is not as
simple as taking a Tylenol when you have a headache.
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Remnants from one of the fireworks
related calls on July 4.

Ok, that is funny…

All Murrieta Fire and Rescue units responded to a report of a vegetation fire at Adams
and Fig near the Pony League baseball fields. Truck 1 arrived on scene to find a small
(20 foot by 60 foot) spot fire and a flaming firework nearby. An occupant at a nearby
business stated that he heard fireworks go off in the area approximately 5 minutes
prior to coming out of his business, seeing the fire, and calling 911. The cause of the
fire was determined to be the burning firework found at scene.

Traffic Accident
–minor injuries…

Murrieta Elementary gets a new AC…

For the second time in less than a year, a vehicle has collided with a utility pole along Murrieta
Hot Springs Road between Whitewood and Margarita Roads. This most recent incident
happened between 3:00 am and 4:00 am on July 8. – J. Fanaselle

